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to the Moors a fair one—notably the rich land between
Fez and Rabat. Soon the colonists, many of whom
possessed the French genius for farming, increased the
value of the farms enormously by intensive methods of
agriculture, and the old owners felt they had been
hardly dealt with and regretted parting with their
property They had lost their stake in the country and
perhaps spent a good deal of the money What could
they do? Flock into Casablanca, where great ex-
pansion and building activity was in progress, and
increase the unemployment there Sometimes, so it is
said, the Moors could not produce title deeds, though
they had farmed the land from time immemorial, and
as a result were turned away without receiving any
compensation If this is true then a great injustice was
done In any case no effort should have been spared
to keep the Moors on the land There was plenty of
room for everybody, and as recent irrigation works
have shown, even the desert can be made to blossom
like the rose Disaster follows when an agricultural
people change their mode of life, and French policy
regarding this all-important question, between the
departure of Lyautey and the advent of General
Nog-lies, provided the Moors with a grievance which
well-informed opinion considers a very real one.
Another mistake, and one I suppose certain to occur
when a country is flooded with Europeans ignorant of
Moslem history and culture and in some cases unaware
of the existence of Sultan and Maghzen, has been to
treat the Moors as an inferior race, which they are not,
instead of as a different race, which they are What at
first sight may seem a very small point has caused
endless annoyance, and created a great deal of feeling
between the two races It is the French custom of

